
The holiday season is known for TV ad campaigns – consumers expect and 
even look forward to these festive spots. From retail and travel, to CPG and 
technology, brands compete to influence shoppers on what to buy and where  
to buy it throughout the ever-expanding season. 

Holiday sales are expected to reach $5.1 trillion this year, and a third of all consumers will start 
shopping in October. While the majority of purchases are still made in-store, 85% of shoppers start 
their journey on digital devices, and ecommerce sales are expected to increase by 16.6%. 

Measure & Optimize TV

Providing same-day campaign 
performance analytics, TVSquared 
helps advertisers measure and 
optimize TV:

Measure Immediate Impact
Identify spots generating response - whether  
it’s app activity, online sales, search, site visits  
or any other touchpoint.

Improve Performance 
Make in-flight changes to days, dayparts, 
networks, programs, genres or creatives to 
improve the efficiency of on-air campaigns. 

Inform Planning
See how TV and marketing investments will 
perform in the future, and design impactful 
media-mix strategies for national and local 
audiences.

It is estimated that U.S. 
consumers will spend 
$530.6 billion online by 
2020, accounting for 14% 
of the country’s overall 
retail sales. (Forrester) 

Effectively reaching shoppers who consume media via 
different channels and devices (often simultaneously) has 
never been more important. Now’s the time to reevaluate 
your TV campaign performance – and optimize spots for 
maximum online and offline sales. 

Today’s TV is a performance-driven channel, providing not only 
reach and frequency, but also measurably driving both offline 
and online sales – especially among the 87% of people who 
watch with second-screen devices in-hand or nearby. 
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Justify/Optimize Spend
Prove TV’s impact on ROI, find the best media 
buys and ensure the effectiveness of every dollar 
spent in a TV budget.  

Understand the Customer Journey
Identify customer viewing habits – both nationally 
and locally – and track TV’s cross-channel 
influence on the increasingly complex path-to-
purchase, even if it’s weeks after initial exposure. 

Realize Long-Term Impact
Uncover TV’s relationship across online and  
offline channels, quantify its impact on KPIs, 
including in-store foot traffic, and identify 
externalities affecting performance.    

Contact TVSquared to learn how you can measure and optimize TV: 
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CUSTOMER VALUE

Improvement in TV efficiency

20-80%

TV has always been a highly effective marketing channel, with 
2017 global ad spend expected to reach $202 billion (eMarketer)

$202B

TV still takes up 80% of video viewing time among U.S. adults 
– averaging 4 hours every day. Even Millennials consume 12+ 
hours of live TV each week. (eMarketer) 

80%

60% of internet users say TV advertising provides inspiration 
for holiday gifts. (Perk)60%
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